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New Connector Bags from 3M Make All the Difference
Sometimes it’s the little things that make all the difference, which is why making a plastic bag thicker and more
durable is so important. 3M Electrical Spring Connectors 312 (yellow) and 512 (red), 500 count, are being sold
in new bags that are designed to stand on their own and are resealable. This makes it easy to grab a single
connector at a time and not end up with a couple hundred on the floor around your feet. Look for this eye-
catching, new packaging at your electrical distributor.

3M Electrical Spring Connectors 312, “yellows,” and 3M Electrical Spring Connectors 512 “reds,” are designed
for speed and efficiency. They spin on quickly and tighten down easily. The live inner spring action delivers
uniform holding power. Yellows accommodate 5-7 #22 wires, 3-6 #20, 2-6 #18, 2-6 #16, 1-4 #14, and 1-3 #12
AWG. Reds can handle 2-10 #18, 2-7 #16, 1-6 #14, 1-5 #12, 1-3 #10, 1-2 #8, 1 #6 AWG. 3M continues to
make these connectors in the USA.

For more information about 3M Electrical Spring Connectors 312 and 512, contact the 3M Electrical Markets
Division, A130-4N-40, 6801 River Place Blvd., Austin, Texas 78726-9000, USA, or call 800-245-3573. For more
information about 3M electrical products, go to www.3M.com/electrical.

The 3M Electrical Markets Division, based in Austin, Texas, designs, manufactures and markets products for
electrical construction, industrial maintenance, utility and industrial power, and electrical and electronic
components. EMD has more than 60 years of experience serving customers with highly reliable products,
including electrical and electronic insulating tapes and papers; electromagnetic compatible products; power
cable splices and terminations; high-temperature, low-sag transmission conductors; heat shrinkable tubing and
molded shapes; electrical wire connectors, terminals, tools and lugs; wire marking products; cable ties; and
electrical diagnostic and detection products.

About 3M

A recognized leader in research and development, 3M produces thousands of innovative products for dozens of
diverse markets. 3M’s core strength is applying its more than 40 distinct technology platforms – often in
combination – to a wide array of customer needs. With $25 billion in sales, 3M employs 76,000 people
worldwide and has operations in more than 60 countries. For more information, visit www.3M.com.

3M is a trademark of 3M Company.
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